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Many neurons express a multiplicity of GABAA receptor subunit
isoforms. Despite having only a single source of inhibitory input,
the cerebellar granule cell displays, at various stages of devel-
opment, more than 10 different GABAA subunit types. This
subunit diversity would be expected to result in significant
receptor heterogeneity, yet the functional consequences of
such heterogeneity remain poorly understood. Here we have
used single-channel properties to characterize GABAA receptor
types in the synaptic and extrasynaptic membrane of granule
cells. In the presence of high concentrations of GABA, which
induced receptor desensitization, extrasynaptic receptors in
outside-out patches from the soma entered long-lived closed
states interrupted by infrequent clusters of openings. Each
cluster of openings, which is assumed to result from the re-
peated activation of a single channel, was to one of three main

conductance states (28, 17, or 12 pS), the relative frequency of
which differed between patches. Such behavior indicates the
presence of at least three different receptor types. This heter-
ogeneity was not replicated by individual recombinant recep-
tors (a1b2g2S or a1b3g2S ), which gave rise to clusters of a single
type only. By contrast, the conductance of synaptic receptors,
determined by fluctuation analysis of the synaptic current or
direct resolution of channel events, was remarkably uniform
and similar to the highest conductance value seen in extrasyn-
aptic patches. These results suggest that granule cells express
multiple GABAA receptor types, but only those with a high
conductance, most likely containing a g subunit, are activated
at the synapse.
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GABA is the principal inhibitory neurotransmitter in the CNS,
acting on ionotropic GABAA receptors and metabotropic
GABAB receptors. GABAA receptors are heteropentamers
formed from multiple subunit types. To date, nineteen different
mammalian subunit genes have been described (a1–6, b1–4, g1–3,
d, e, p, and r1–3), with further diversity arising from alternative
splicing. Except for the r subunits, which assemble independently,
and the p subunit, which occurs outside the CNS, GABAA

receptors can be formed from a pool of some 20 different sub-
units, inclusive of splice variants (for review, see Barnard et al.,
1998). Many neurons express multiple subunit types (Laurie et
al., 1992; Wisden et al., 1992) and would be expected to display
significant receptor heterogeneity, even allowing for restrictions
governing subunit assembly (Connolly et al., 1996a; McKernan
and Whiting, 1996). Numerous studies of recombinant receptors
have shown that the biophysical and pharmacological properties
of GABAA receptors depend critically on their subunit composi-
tion (for review, see Macdonald and Olsen, 1994), yet the func-
tional consequences of receptor multiplicity remain poorly under-
stood. For a number of transmitters, it has been suggested that
distinct receptor subtypes may be targeted to specific regions of
the neuronal membrane, possibly enabling cells to respond in
different ways to the same transmitter. For GABAA receptors,

specific targeting mechanisms have been proposed (Connolly et
al., 1996b; Fritschy et al., 1998). Furthermore, immunohistochem-
ical studies have provided direct evidence for segregation of
subunit proteins within individual neurons (Koulen et al., 1996;
Nusser et al., 1996, 1998; Fritschy et al., 1998).

Cerebellar granule cells express a particularly wide range of
GABAA subunits, despite having a relatively simple morphology
and receiving most of their inhibitory input from one cell type.
Granule cells originate from progenitors in the external germinal
layer, from where they migrate through the molecular layer, past
the Purkinje cells, to take up their final positions in the internal
granule cell layer. Here they receive GABA-mediated inhibitory
input from Golgi cells (Eccles et al., 1967; Bisti et al., 1971;
Hámori and Takács, 1989). In the rat, these processes take place
during the first 3 postnatal weeks. In situ hybridization and
immunohistochemical data indicate that granule cells express, at
various developmental stages, more than 10 different GABAA

subunits (for review, see Wisden et al., 1996). Indeed, even before
synapse formation, granule cells in the external germinal layer
contain mRNA for five subunits (a2 , a3 , b3 , g1 , and g2) (Laurie
et al., 1992; Zdilar et al., 1992), and whole-cell patch-clamp
recordings have shown that they express functional GABAA

receptors (Farrant et al., 1995). In this study, we have sought to
determine whether this diversity of subunit expression is reflected
in the functional properties of synaptic and extrasynaptic
GABAA receptors. Specifically, we have examined the single-
channel properties of GABAA receptors in granule cells before
and immediately after synapse formation. Our results suggest that
granule cells express multiple GABAA receptor types, but pos-
sess mechanisms capable of differentially targeting these recep-
tors, such that only a selected subset is incorporated into the
postsynaptic membrane.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cerebellar slices. Recordings were made from both premigratory and
postmigratory cerebellar granule cells (external germinal layer and in-
ternal granular layer, respectively) in parasagittal slices (250 mm) ob-
tained from 7-d-old (P7) Sprague Dawley rats. Slices were prepared and
maintained as described previously (Farrant and Cull-Candy, 1991; Far-
rant et al., 1994). In brief, the animal was decapitated, and the brain was
rapidly removed and placed in ice cold “slicing” solution composed of (in
mM): NaCl 125, KCl 2.5, CaCl2 1, MgCl2 4, NaHCO3 26, NaH2PO4 1.25,
glucose 25, pH 7.4, when bubbled with 95% O2 and 5% CO2. Slices were
cut from the cerebellar vermis with a moving blade microtome (DTK-
1000; Dosaka EM, Kyoto, Japan) and incubated at 30°C for ;1 hr before
being transferred to the recording chamber of a fixed-stage microscope
(Axioskop-FS; Zeiss, Welwyn Garden City, UK).

Expression of recombinant GABAA receptors. Human embryonic kidney
293 cells (HEK-293 cells; ATCC CRL 1573) were cultured in DMEM/
Ham’s F-12 medium (Life Technologies, Gaithersburg, MD) supple-
mented with 10% fetal bovine serum. Transfections of murine a1 , b2 , b3 ,
and g2S GABAA receptor subunit cDNAs (within a cytomegalovirus
promotor-based mammalian expression vector) were performed using a
standard electroporation procedure (Gene Electropulser II; Bio-Rad,
Hercules, CA) with 10 mg of total plasmid DNA. The subunits were
tagged with the 10 amino acid 9E10 epitope from c-myc to allow inde-
pendent verification of surface expression by means of antibody staining
(Connolly et al., 1996a). Receptors incorporating 9E10-tagged subunits
produce GABA-activated responses, which are indistinguishable from
receptors composed of wild-type subunits (Connolly et al., 1996a; Mc-
Donald et al., 1998). Cells were co-transfected with cDNA for the
cell-surface marker protein CD8 and used for recording 24 hr after
transfection. Approximately 10 min before recording, cells were exposed
to polystyrene beads coated with an antibody to CD8 (Dynal, Great
Neck, NY) at a concentration of 1 mg/ml, allowing visual detection of
transfected cells.

Solutions and drugs. During recording, cerebellar slices and HEK-293
cells were continuously perfused at room temperature (23–25°C) with a
solution containing (in mM): NaCl 125, KCl 2.5, CaCl2 2, MgCl2 1,
NaHCO3 26, NaH2PO4 1.25, glucose 25, pH 7.4 when bubbled with 95%
O2 and 5% CO2. For whole-cell and outside-out patch recording, the
pipette solution (intracellular solution) contained (in mM): CsCl 140,
NaCl 4, CaCl2 0.5, HEPES 10, EGTA 5, Mg-ATP 2, adjusted to pH 7.3
with CsOH. The following drugs were added to the external solution as
indicated: D-2-amino-5-phosphonopentanoic acid (AP5; Tocris Cookson,
Bristol, UK), bicuculline methobromide (Research Biochemicals, Natick,
MA), SR-95531 (Research Biochemicals), strychnine (Sigma, Poole,
UK), tetrodotoxin (TTX; Sigma), and 6-cyano-7-nitroquinoxaline-2,3-
dione (CNQX; Tocris Cookson).

Recording procedures. Standard whole-cell and outside-out voltage-
clamp recordings were made using Axopatch-1D and Axopatch-200A
amplifiers (Axon Instruments, Foster City, CA). Cells were visualized
with Nomarski differential interference optics (403 water-immersion
objective, total magnification 320–10003). Patch pipettes were pulled
from thick-walled borosilicate glass (GC-150F; Clark Electromedical,
Pangbourne, UK), coated with Sylgard resin (Dow Corning 184), and
fire-polished to a resistance of ;10 MV.

Data acquisition and analysis. Granule cell capacitance (3.7 6 0 0.4
pF), input resistance (9.9 6 1.8 GV), and series resistance (39.9 6 6.0
MV) were determined in a subset of cells (n 5 14) from current
transients recorded in response to 10 mV hyperpolarizing voltage steps.
These currents were low-pass-filtered at 20 kHz (23 dB, eight-pole
Bessel-type filter) and digitized at 200 kHz (Intel 80486-based personal
computer, Digidata 1200 interface and pCLAMP 6.1 software; Axon
Instruments). In other recordings, cell parameters were determined
directly from the amplifier settings; no series resistance compensation
was used. All other data were recorded on digital audio tape [DTR-1204;
BioLogic, Claix, France (DC to 20 kHz)] with the amplifier filter (four-
pole Bessel type) set at 10 kHz.

Single-channel currents in outside-out patches. GABA-activated single-
channel currents recorded from outside-out patches were replayed from
tape filtered at 1 kHz and digitized at 10 kHz. To determine the slope
conductance of the channels, recordings were made at three to five
potentials between 240 and 280 mV; all-point amplitude histograms
were constructed from openings at each potential (Fetchan; pCLAMP
6.1). The mean single-channel current, determined from Gaussian fits to
these amplitude distributions, was plotted against voltage, and the data
were fitted by linear regression. In the case of multiple conductance levels

within a single patch, all current–voltage data were fitted simultaneously
with the constraint of a common reversal potential.

Individual clusters of openings, separated by at least 1 sec, were
extracted from the digitized record for further analysis. The probability
of the channel being open during each cluster (Po ) was calculated
according to Po 5 cluster integral /(cluster length 3 cluster main ampli-
tude), where the main amplitude for each cluster was calculated from the
all-point amplitude histogram (Colquhoun and Ogden, 1988; Newland et
al., 1991). The baseline was taken as the mean of the current value at the
beginning and end of each cluster.

Single-channel currents were also analyzed using the method of time
course fitting (Colquhoun and Sigworth, 1995) (EKDIST; http://www.u-
cl.ac.uk/Pharmacology/dc.html). Currents were replayed from tape, fil-
tered at 2 kHz, and digitized at 20 kHz (CED 14011 interface; Cam-
bridge Electronic Design, Cambridge, UK). Individual openings were
fitted by the step response function of the recording system; only open-
ings longer than two filter rise times (reaching 98.8% of their full
amplitude) were included. The mean amplitude levels of single-channel
currents were determined from fits of Gaussian distributions to the
cursor-fitted amplitudes. Channel open periods are given as the weighted
time constants of exponential functions fitted to the distributions of open
periods. Distributions were fitted by the method of maximum likelihood
(Colquhoun and Sigworth, 1995). Conductance values for single-channel
events are given as slope conductance where measured, or as chord
conductances (gchord ) at single potentials, determined according to gchord
5 i/(Vcmd 2 Erev ), where i is the observed single-channel current, Vcmd
the command voltage, and Erev the reversal potential. Erev was taken as
10.94 mV, the mean value measured from current–voltage relationships
in 13 outside-out patches from internal granule cells.

Spontaneous IPSCs. For analysis of IPSCs, currents were replayed
from tape and filtered at 5 or 2 kHz before digitization at 40 or 10 kHz,
for measurement of rise and decay times, respectively. IPSCs were
identified by eye from the digitized records and were analyzed using
software (“N” v1.0) written by Stephen Traynelis (Emory University,
Atlanta, GA). Current decays were fitted using either “N” or Origin 4.10
(Microcal, Northampton, MA).

Nonstationary fluctuation analysis. To determine the conductance of
synaptic GABAA channels, IPSCs were analyzed by nonstationary fluc-
tuation analysis. To isolate fluctuations in the current decay attributable
to stochastic channel gating, the mean waveform was scaled to the peak
of individual IPSCs (Traynelis et al., 1993; Silver et al., 1996). The
requirements for such analysis include the stability of current decay time
course throughout the recording and the absence of any correlation
between decay time course and peak amplitude. The relationship be-
tween the peak-scaled variance and the mean current is given by rPS

2 5
iI# 2 I# 2/NP 1 rB

2 , where rPS
2 is the peak-scaled variance, I# is the mean

current, i is the weighted-mean single-channel current, NP is the number
of channels open at the peak of the IPSC, and rB

2 is the background
variance. In these experiments IPSCs were analyzed from selected
epochs in each of 10 cells (25–214 IPSCs) in which the peak amplitude
was stable over time and in which there was no correlation between
current decay (62% decay time) and peak amplitude ( p . 0.05, Spear-
man rank-order correlation test). Although the relationship between rPS

2

and I# can be skewed if channels open for the first time after the peak of
the IPSC, meaningful values for the weighted-mean single-channel cur-
rent (i) can be obtained by analyzing the variance of the tail of the IPSC
(Traynelis et al., 1993; Nusser et al., 1997; Traynelis and Jaramillo, 1998).
However, in this case, the rPS

2 2 I# relationships were parabolic, and there
was no significant difference ( p 5 0.69; paired Student’s t test) between
the estimate of i obtained from fitting the full parabola or its initial 50%,
corresponding to the tail of the IPSC. The values reported are those from
the full fit. When pooling the current–variance data across cells, we
plotted normalized variance (rPS

2 2 rB
2 /Imax ) against normalized current

(I#/Imax ), where Imax is the peak synaptic current for each cell.
Direct resolution of synaptic channels. For analysis of channel openings

directly resolved in the IPSC decay, all-point amplitude histograms were
constructed from individual IPSCs (filtered at 1 kHz and digitized at 5
kHz). A mixture of Gaussian distributions was fitted to the resulting
histograms using a maximum likelihood fitting procedure. The ampli-
tudes of steps in the tail of IPSCs were calculated from the inter-peak
intervals in each all-point histogram. The presence of additional conduc-
tance states within the synaptic channel openings was investigated using
a variant of the sublevel detection method of Patlak (1988). In this case,
the digitized record was scanned with a rolling window of 9–15 points
and for all positions of the window in which the variance was below an
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arbitrarily defined limit (typically one to two times the baseline vari-
ance), median values were calculated (Mathcad; MathSoft, Cambridge,
MA) and used to construct the amplitude histogram. All results are given
as mean 6 SEM. Statistical comparisons were performed with STATIS-
TICA 5.1 (StatSoft, Tulsa OK). Differences between groups were tested
using either the Student’s t test (when measures were normally distrib-
uted; Shapiro–Wilk test) or the Mann–Whitney U test and considered
significant at p , 0.05.

RESULTS
Extrasynaptic GABAA receptors in internal granule
cells are heterogeneous
The single-channel properties of cerebellar granule cell GABAA

receptors have been studied previously for neurons in culture and
in slices (Kilic et al., 1993; Kaneda et al., 1995; Amico et al.,
1998). Although multiple conductance states have been observed
in both preparations, it remains unclear whether the openings
result from multiple states of a single receptor type or from
different receptor types (Kaneda et al., 1995). To answer this
question, we examined currents evoked by high concentrations of
GABA (in a total of 22 patches recorded from 11 different
animals) that were sufficient to induce marked receptor desensi-
tization. Under these conditions, GABAA receptors enter long-
lived closed states, and channel openings occur in infrequent

clusters, each assumed to result from the repeated activation of a
single receptor (Sakmann et al., 1980, Hamill et al., 1983;
Colquhoun and Ogden, 1988; Newland et al., 1991). Therefore, if
different conductance states arise from different receptor types,
then their activation should give rise to distinct cluster types.

In the presence of 10 mM AP5, 5 mM CNQX, and 200 nM

strychnine, to block NMDA, non-NMDA, and glycine receptors,
respectively, the application of 50 mM GABA to outside-out
patches from granule cells in the internal granular layer resulted
in a large inward current (Fig. 1A). In the continued presence of
GABA, the current slowly decayed until it was possible to resolve
openings and closures of single channels (Fig. 1B). Channel
openings occurred in prolonged but infrequent clusters. However,
each cluster did not necessarily open to the same main conduc-
tance state; although not always present in each patch, three
distinct cluster types were observed overall. In the example
shown in Figure 1, the openings within individual clusters were to
one of two levels, corresponding to what we term “high-
conductance” and “low-conductance” events (Fig. 1C,D). Clus-
ters of high-conductance openings were observed in all 13 patches
analyzed. These had a mean slope conductance of 27.6 6 0.7 pS
(Fig. 2). A “mid-conductance” cluster-type, with a mean slope
conductance of 16.9 6 0.5 pS, was present in 10 of the patches.

Figure 1. Activation of extrasynaptic GABAA receptors by a high concentration of GABA evokes clusters of channel openings. A, Application of 50
mM GABA (solid bar) to an outside-out patch from the somatic membrane of a P7 internal granule cell caused a large inward current that rapidly
desensitized in the continued presence of agonist (holding potential 260 mV). B, Discrete single-channel clusters were separated by prolonged closed
periods. C, Expansion of trace in B (open bar) showing two types of single-channel clusters that differ in their main conductances. D, Further expansion
of trace in C (open bars) showing more clearly the conductance difference between the two clusters and highlighting an apparent difference in kinetic
behavior. For display, records were filtered at 1 kHz.
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Low-conductance clusters were present in four patches and had a
mean slope conductance of 11.6 6 1.2 pS.

Patches could be divided into four groups according to the
cluster types present (Fig. 2). The majority of patches (n 5 7)
displayed high- and mid-conductance cluster types, three patches
contained all three cluster types, and two patches exhibited only
high-conductance clusters, whereas high- and low-conductance
clusters were seen in only one patch (Fig. 2B). Although the total
length of recording for each patch differed (;1–15 min), the
likelihood of observing clusters of different conductance within a
given patch did not reflect any underlying difference in the
frequency of opening. Thus, when present, the various cluster
types occurred with similar mean frequencies (;0.06, 0.05, and
0.05 Hz, for high-, mid-, and low-conductance clusters,
respectively).

To test for the presence of channel subconductance states
within clusters and to determine any kinetic differences between
the three cluster types, we reexamined clusters of openings by the
method of time course fitting (Colquhoun and Sigworth, 1995).
This approach revealed that high-conductance clusters (n 5 9
patches) contained openings with a main chord conductance of
28.5 6 0.8 pS and a subconductance state of 17.4 6 1.0 pS. This

lower conductance state was present in each cluster and ac-
counted for a consistent but relatively minor fraction of openings
(10.1 6 2.6%). In all patches tested, direct transitions were
observed between the main and lower conductance states. Time
course fitting of the mid-conductance clusters (main state 19.9 6
1.9 pS; n 5 4) also revealed a subconductance of 10.6 pS in two
patches (11.2% of openings). Low-conductance clusters were
analyzed in five patches and had a single-channel conductance of
14.4 6 0.4 pS, with no apparent subconductance states. In some
recordings, high-conductance clusters appeared to display briefer
openings than the mid- or low-conductance clusters (Fig. 1D).
Indeed, time course fitting revealed shorter contiguous open
periods in the high-conductance clusters (5.2 6 0.9 msec) com-
pared with the mid- (6.5 6 1.2 msec) and low-conductance clus-
ters (9.9 6 2.9 msec). This difference between high- and low-
conductance openings was significant ( p , 0.05, Mann–Whitney
U test). Together, the subconductance and open period data
emphasize the different properties of the three cluster types.

To examine the variation between clusters, we next studied all
clusters individually, measuring both the main cluster conduc-
tance and the proportion of time for which the channel was open
during a cluster (Po) (Colquhoun and Ogden, 1988; Newland et

Figure 2. Patches from somatic membrane display different proportions of channel openings to three main conductance states. A, Current–voltage
relationships from channels in three different patches. The lef t-hand panel illustrates data from a patch that exhibited clusters of one type, giving a slope
conductance of 28 pS. The middle panel shows data from a patch in which clusters opened to one of two current levels, giving slope conductances of 28
and 17 pS. The right-hand panel shows data from a third patch in which clusters exhibited openings to one of three current levels, giving slope
conductances of 26, 18, and 12 pS. B, The distribution of different cluster types between patches. High-conductance clusters (F) were recorded in all 13
patches and had a mean single-channel conductance of 27.6 pS, shown by the solid line (dotted lines indicate 61 SEM). Ten of 13 patches also contained
clusters of openings that had a mid conductance (M; 16.9 pS). Four patches displayed clusters of openings that had a low conductance (Œ; 11.6 pS). Filled
bars indicate the four different combinations of cluster types recorded in different patches and their relative frequency (as a percentage).
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al., 1991). The main conductance state for individual clusters was
obtained from the largest Gaussian component in fits to individ-
ual all-point histograms and Po values calculated after the inte-
gration of each cluster (see Materials and Methods). The clusters
illustrated in Figure 3A are from a single patch that exhibited all
three cluster types. The distribution of these three clusters among
the entire sample is shown by the symbols in Figure 3B. As shown
in Figure 3C, the high-conductance clusters exhibited a lower
mean Po than the mid- and low-conductance clusters. The Po

calculated for 224 high-conductance clusters (chord conductance
27.9 6 2.7 pS) was 0.6 6 0.2, whereas the mid-conductance
(16.7 6 1.6 pS, n 5 92) and low-conductance (11.7 6 1.5 pS, n 5
37) clusters had identical Po values of 0.8 6 0.1. The Po value for
high-conductance clusters was significantly lower that those for
mid- and low-conductance clusters ( p , 0.05, Mann–Whitney U
test).

Multiple receptor types are present before
synapse formation
One interpretation of these observations is that the clusters of
openings represent activity of individual channels and the differ-
ent types of clusters arise from three or more distinct receptor
types with different main conductance states. Granule cells at P7

are in the early stages of synapse formation. GABA-positive
Golgi axon terminals are first seen in the internal granular layer
at P2–P3 (Meinecke and Rakic, 1990), whereas spontaneous
IPSCs can be recorded at P4 and are present in ;70–80% of cells
by P7 (Brickley et al., 1996; this study). The heterogeneous
properties of GABAA channels that we observe at this age could
therefore reflect developmental differences between cells. Indeed,
it has been suggested that activation of GABAA receptors them-
selves, for example after synaptogenesis, may be responsible for
triggering the expression of different GABAA receptor types (for
review, see Carlson et al., 1998). To examine the properties of
GABAA receptors before synapse formation, we recorded from
premigratory cells in the external granule cell layer at P7. In
patches from these cells there were also three distinct cluster
types, similar to those present in postmigratory granule cells.
Clusters of high-conductance openings (chord conductance
25.2 6 0.9 pS) were observed in eight of nine patches examined,
mid-conductance clusters (17.0 6 0.6 pS) were present in four
patches, and low-conductance clusters (12.2 6 1.4 pS) were
present in three patches. A single patch contained clusters of the
mid-conductance type (17 pS) alone and lacked any high-
conductance clusters. These results suggest, therefore, that het-

Figure 3. Extrasynaptic receptors exhibit channel clusters that fall into distinct classes with different main conductance states and open probabilities.
A, Examples of high-, mid-, and low-conductance channel clusters recorded from a single somatic patch from a P7 internal granule cell (260 mV; for
display, records were filtered at 1 kHz). The integral is plotted below each current record. Shown to the right of each cluster is its corresponding all-point
amplitude histogram with the calculated chord conductance and Po (see Materials and Methods). B, The distribution of all chord-conductance estimates
from 310 individual clusters recorded from a total of 21 patches. The histogram was fitted with the sum of three Gaussian distributions, with peaks at
12, 17, and 28 pS (compare with the slope conductance estimates in Fig. 2). The symbols superimposed on the distribution indicate the conductance for
each of the three clusters shown in A. C, The relationship between cluster main conductance and cluster Po. The distinction between low-conductance
(Œ), mid-conductance (M), and high-conductance clusters (F) is based on the distribution in B and calculated by the method of minimum misclassification
(Colquhoun and Sigworth, 1995). Superimposed bars indicate the mean and SD of main conductance and Po for each cluster type.
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erogeneity of channel conductance is not solely the result of
developmental differences between cells.

The simplest explanation for our observations is that the three
different cluster types arise from distinct receptor types that differ
in their main conductance states. It is also possible, however, that
all openings arise from a single receptor type that undergoes
some form of “modal” gating to preferred conductance states that
are segregated within different clusters. However, intracellular
modulation of GABAA receptor activity, for example by phos-
phorylation, is known to influence channel kinetics but does not
affect single-channel conductance (Jones and Westbrook, 1997;
Amico et al., 1998). The variable frequency of occurrence of
different cluster types between patches also argues against the
possibility that a single receptor type is responsible for all three
cluster types. However, we tested this possibility further by re-
cording from a homogenous population of GABAA receptors in
HEK-293 cells. These were transiently transfected with a1 , b2 ,
and g2S subunits, which, given their preferential coassembly, are
thought to form only a single type of GABAA receptor (Angelotti
and Macdonald, 1993; Tretter et al., 1997). If each cluster type in
granule cells reflects a different “mode” of the same receptor
rather than different receptors, then one might also expect to

record clusters with different main conductance states from a
“pure” receptor population.

Recombinant GABAA receptors
When patches from HEK-293 cells expressing a1 , b2 , and g2S

subunits were initially exposed to 50 mM GABA, a large inward
current was elicited that rapidly declined until single-channel
openings could be observed. This pattern of activity was broadly
similar to that seen with native receptors, and the overall cluster
frequency (0.17 6 0.03 Hz, n 5 12; after four separate transfec-
tions) was not significantly different from that observed in patches
from internal granule cells (0.11 6 0.02 Hz, n 5 17; p . 0.05,
unpaired Student’s t test). However, unlike native receptors, each
cluster of openings from recombinant receptors appeared to be to
the same main conductance state (compare Fig. 4A with 1B).

In 13 patches a sufficient number of clusters was recorded to
allow construction of all-point amplitude histograms, yielding a
main chord conductance of 25.9 6 0.3 pS. Clear transitions to a
lower conductance state were also evident during these high-
conductance clusters (Fig. 4B). In four patches this subconduc-
tance state was sufficiently frequent to be discernible from the
all-point amplitude histograms (data not shown), giving a con-

Figure 4. Recombinant a1b2g2S receptors exhibit a single type of channel cluster. A, Clusters of channel openings recorded in an outside-out patch from
an HEK-293 cell transiently transfected with a1 , b2 , and g2S subunits in the continued presence of 50 mM GABA (260 mV). All clusters contain
high-conductance openings. B, An individual cluster recorded from the same patch. Inset shows an expanded view of part of the cluster (solid bar)
illustrating the presence of clear sub-level transitions (for display, records were filtered at 1 kHz). The dotted lines indicate the closed, sub, and main
conductance states, as determined from fits to an all-point histogram constructed for this patch (data not shown). C, The distribution of all
chord-conductance estimates (main conductance) from 190 individual clusters recorded from a total of 13 patches. Most of the clusters are of the
high-conductance type such that a single Gaussian adequately describes this distribution. Five cluster measurements lay outside the single Gaussian
distribution. In three of these, high-conductance openings were present within the clusters, but most of the openings were to the subconductance state.
D, The relationship between the cluster main conductance and the cluster Po suggests the existence of a single main population of cluster types for this
recombinant GABAA receptor.
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ductance of 14.6 6 1.1 pS. We next analyzed each cluster inde-
pendently (as for native receptors; see above). For 190 clusters
from 13 patches, the main conductance state (the largest compo-
nent of the all-point histogram) was 27.9 6 0.2 pS, and the Po

value was 0.50 6 0.01 (n 5 190 clusters). These values were
similar to those for the native high-conductance clusters (com-
pare Fig. 4C,D with Fig. 3B,C).

This relatively simple channel behavior was also seen with a
second combination of subunits. Thus, when a transfection was
performed with a b3 subunit rather than the b2 subunit, the
resulting receptors also gave rise to clusters of an apparently
uniform type, with a main single-channel conductance of 28.0 6
1.0 pS, a subconductance state of 17.4 6 1.9 pS (n 5 4), and a Po

of 0.40 6 0.02 (89 clusters). In agreement with the impression of
uniform cluster type for both a1b2g2S and a1b3g2S receptors, 286
of the 289 clusters analyzed (;99%) contained openings to the
high-conductance state (Fig. 4). This is clearly different from the
situation in native receptors (internal granule cells) where 107 of
310 clusters (35%) were of a mid- or low-conductance type.

Taken together, these results support the idea that, for native
receptors, clusters of openings with different main conductance
states represent the activity of different receptor types, each
having a distinct main conductance and, in the case of high- and
mid-conductance types at least, a less frequently occurring sub-
conductance state. Because recombinant GABAA receptors con-
taining different subunits can give rise to channels with similar
conductances (see above) (Macdonald and Olsen, 1994), each
cluster type seen in granule cells could arise from receptors with
several molecular compositions. Thus, we conclude that at least
three receptor types are present in the somatic membrane of both
premigratory and postmigratory granule cells. Given this diver-
sity of extrasynaptic receptors, we next asked whether such diver-
sity occurred at the synapse.

GABAA receptor-mediated IPSCs in cerebellar
granule cells
In the presence of 5 mM CNQX and 10 mM AP5, .70% of cells
(86/110, from 34 animals) exhibited spontaneous IPSCs (Fig. 5A).
The reversal potential for IPSCs (18.4 6 0.6 mV, n 5 10) was
close to the expected Cl2 ion equilibrium potential of 12 mV
given the near symmetrical Cl2 ion distribution. The IPSCs were
reversibly blocked by the competitive GABAA receptor antago-
nists bicuculline methobromide (10 mM) and SR-95531 (100 nM)
but were unaffected by the glycine receptor antagonist strychnine
(200 nM) (data not shown) (Kaneda et al., 1995). As previously
reported, the IPSCs were greatly reduced in frequency by 200 nM

tetrodotoxin (from ;1 Hz to ,0.1 Hz), indicating that most
events result from action potentials in presynaptic Golgi cells
(Kaneda et al., 1995; Brickley et al., 1996; Rossi and Hamann,
1998).

For each cell, an average IPSC waveform was generated from
.50 events aligned on their rising phase. Superimposed events
were excluded from analysis, and we included only those IPSCs
that had a monotonic rising phase lacking inflections (Fig. 5B,C)
and that returned to baseline without contamination from subse-
quent events. As expected from the electrically compact nature of
the granule cell (Silver et al., 1992; Clark et al., 1997), the
majority of IPSCs had a rapid rising phase (Fig. 5C) with a
10–90% rise time that was not correlated with peak amplitude
(Fig. 5D). The average IPSC waveforms from 14 cells had a
10–90% rise time of 372 6 19 msec and a decay best described by

the sum of three exponentials (t1 5 8.0 6 1.1 msec, 22%; t2 5
33.5 6 2.4 msec, 58%; t3 5 102.9 6 8.2 msec) (Fig. 5E).

Single-channel properties of synaptic GABAA
receptors estimated from fluctuation analysis
To obtain an estimate of the single-channel conductance for
receptors underlying the IPSC we used the method of peak-
scaled nonstationary fluctuation analysis (Traynelis et al., 1993;
DeKoninck and Mody, 1994; Silver et al., 1996; Traynelis and
Jaramello, 1998). This approach enables channel conductance to
be determined from the variance of individual synaptic events
about the mean synaptic waveform. For each of 10 cells, the mean
waveform was scaled to the peak of each IPSC, and the mean
current and its variance were determined for 30 bins of equal
amplitude (Fig. 6A). In all cases, plotting the mean current
against the variance yielded a characteristic parabolic relation-
ship. For the example shown in Figure 6B, fitting the current–
variance relationship (see Materials and Methods) gave a
weighted-mean single-channel current of 1.60 pA (corresponding
to a chord conductance of 22.5 pS) and a mean of 39 channels
open at the peak of the IPSC. The single-channel current values
from 10 cells were normally distributed (Shapiro–Wilk test), with
a mean of 1.96 6 0.13 pA, corresponding to a conductance of
27.6 6 1.8 pS (Fig. 6C). Plotting the normalized variance against
the normalized current (see Materials and Methods) for data
pooled from all 10 cells confirmed the almost perfect parabolic
relationship between mean current and variance (Fig. 6D), sug-
gesting that the weighted-mean conductance is the same for
channels contributing to different phases of the IPSC decay.

Direct resolution of synaptic channel events
In the most favorable whole-cell recordings (baseline current–
variance ,330 fA 2; mean 252 6 22 fA 2; n 5 8; 1 kHz filter), the
high input resistance and electrical compactness of cerebellar
granule cells allowed us to resolve individual channel closures in
the tail of IPSCs. This is illustrated in Figure 7A, which shows
successive enlargements of the tail of an individual IPSC. For
each of eight cells examined, channel-like steps could be clearly
identified in the decay phase of all IPSCs, regardless of the IPSC
peak amplitude (Fig. 7B). Moreover, for each of the smallest
IPSCs observed, their peak was an integer multiple of the last
resolvable current step. For example, in the case of the two IPSCs
shown in Figure 7C, the waveforms could be divided into five and
seven steps of equal amplitude.

To quantify the size of the current steps, all-point amplitude
histograms were constructed from individual IPSCs (Borst et al.,
1994). For the IPSC shown in Figure 8A, this revealed a series of
six equally spaced peaks (inset). The first peak in the histogram
corresponds to the closed level (C), and the five subsequent peaks
result from steps in the tail of the IPSC. The histogram was fitted
with the sum of six Gaussian distributions, and step sizes were
determined from the inter-peak intervals (1.7, 2.2, 1.9, 1.8, and 2.1
pA). In the cell from which this IPSC was recorded, the average
step size determined from 47 steps in 27 individual IPSCs was
2.04 6 0.04 pA, corresponding to a single-channel chord conduc-
tance of 28.7 pS. The amplitude of these steps appeared consis-
tent within individual IPSCs. Furthermore, the step size was
consistent for different IPSCs in the same cell and for IPSCs in
different cells. Figure 8B shows data from one cell in which the
step size for the final two resolvable closures (S1 and S2) was
determined for 50 consecutive IPSCs. Because these spontaneous
IPSCs arise from an unknown number of different synapses, it is
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clear that the conductance of the underlying receptors is similar
not only at individual synapses but also at different synapses on
the same cell. As is also apparent from Figure 8B, the amplitudes
of the last five steps (S1–S5) determined from all events were
remarkably consistent. Finally, as shown in Figure 8C, the IPSC
step size (calculated as a single value for each IPSC; taking a mean
value when multiple steps were resolved) was normally distrib-
uted, with a low coefficient of variation (CV) (mean 1.87 6 0.02
pA, n 5 234 IPSCs, corresponding to a conductance of 26.4 pS;
CV 5 0.13). A similar distribution (data not shown) was obtained
when all resolved steps (n 5 480) were considered individually
and had a CV of 0.17.

Together these observations suggest that GABAA receptors in
the synaptic membrane of granule cells have a uniform single-
channel conductance, similar to the high-conductance channels
identified in the extrasynaptic membrane. As noted above, one
feature of the high-conductance extrasynaptic receptors is the
occasional presence of a subconductance state. If synaptic recep-

tors are similar to these extrasynaptic receptors, then they too
might be expected to display a subconductance state. Indeed, in a
small number of IPSCs, channel openings of an apparently lower
conductance were detected in conjunction with the high-
conductance events. To increase the resolution of channel open-
ings and minimize the contribution of background noise, we
applied a smoothing procedure to these selected IPSCs (see
Materials and Methods). This confirmed that a very small pro-
portion of resolvable synaptic channel openings (;2%; 9 out of
the total of 480) were to a distinct lower conductance level. One
particularly clear example is illustrated in Figure 8D. In the tail of
this IPSC it is possible to discern a prolonged opening of lower
amplitude before the final full-amplitude channel closure. This is
made clearer in the smoothed waveform and its associated am-
plitude histogram (Fig. 8D, insets). Openings of this type could be
resolved in nine IPSCs and had a mean amplitude of 1.07 6 0.06
pA (15.1 pS), significantly lower ( p , 0.05, paired Student’s t test)
than the main conductance state determined in the same IPSCs

Figure 5. Spontaneous IPSCs display a rapid rise and slow, multi-exponential decay. A, Continuous record showing spontaneous IPSCs recorded from
a P7 internal granule cell in the presence of 5 mM CNQX, 10 mM AP5, and 200 nM strychnine (270 mV; 2 kHz filtering). B, The initial phase of some
IPSCs shows obvious inflections caused by superimposition of events (asterisks; 5 kHz filtering). C, Most IPSCs exhibit monotonic rises with no obvious
inflections. Only IPSCs that exhibited such a monotonic rise were included in any further analysis. D, The distribution of the resulting 10–90% rise times
is well described by a single Gaussian. The inset illustrates the lack of relationship between rise time and peak amplitude for IPSCs recorded in one cell.
E, An example of an averaged IPSC with its decay fitted by the sum (solid line) of three exponentials (dotted lines). The inset shows the average waveform
(dots) and single (1), double (2), or triple (3) exponential fits (solid lines) displayed with current on a log scale; only the triple exponential fit adequately
describes the current decay (2 kHz filtering).
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(1.78 6 0.06 pA; 25.1 pS). The temporal resolution afforded by
whole-cell recordings makes it difficult to say whether these open-
ings represent true subconductance states or whether this lower
level results from the opening of a separate mid-conductance
GABAA receptor. Regardless of its origins, the lower conduc-
tance state contributes very little to total charge transfer during a
single IPSC.

Finally, it is interesting to note that individual channel open-
ings as well as the more obvious channel closures could also be
seen during the IPSC decay (Figs. 7C, 8A). The lack of skew in
the parabolic current–variance relationship (Fig. 6) suggests that
few, if any, channels open for the first time after the peak of the
IPSC (Traynelis et al., 1993). It would thus appear that these
events reflect the reopening of GABAA receptors after their
synchronous opening at the peak of the synaptic current. This
delayed reopening is thought to occur on exit from desensitized
states, entered after the brief exposure to high concentrations of
transmitter in the cleft, and has been suggested to prolong the
decay of the IPSC (Jones and Westbrook, 1995).

DISCUSSION
In this study, we have examined the single-channel properties of
synaptic and extrasynaptic GABAA receptors in developing cer-
ebellar granule cells. On the basis of differences in channel
conductance, we suggest that GABAA receptors in premigratory
granule cells before synapse formation are heterogeneous, with at
least three receptor types present. This heterogeneity is main-
tained in granule cells that have recently migrated and whose
extrasynaptic GABAA receptors display very similar properties.
By contrast, receptors at newly formed synapses open, almost
exclusively, to a single, high-conductance state.

Subunit diversity and channel heterogeneity
In granule cells the pattern of GABAA receptor subunit expres-
sion is developmentally regulated. In situ hybridization studies
have shown that premigratory cells express a2 , a3 , b3 , g1 , and g2

subunit mRNA (Laurie et al., 1992). After migration, levels of a2 ,
a3 , and g1 mRNA decline, whereas levels of a1 and g2 mRNA
increase dramatically. After the first postnatal week, a6 and d

Figure 6. Peak-scaled nonstationary fluctuation analysis of IPSCs reveals uniform weighted-mean single-channel conductance of synaptic receptors. A,
The average waveform of 74 IPSCs (solid line) is shown scaled to the peak of an individual IPSC ( gray line; 2 kHz filtering). The horizontal dotted lines
represent the 30 amplitude bins used to determine values of mean current and variance. B, A plot of mean current against variance for the cell shown
in A. The plot is fitted with a parabolic relationship to give the weighted-mean single-channel current (i; also given as conductance, g) and the number
of channels open at the peak (Np ). The dotted line indicates the baseline variance. C, Histogram of weighted-mean single-channel current obtained from
a total of 10 cells illustrating the uniform distribution of conductance. D, A plot of normalized current against normalized variance with data pooled from
all 10 cells (error bars represent SEM).
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subunit expression become significant (Laurie et al., 1992; Jones
et al., 1997), leading to the predominance of a1 , a6 , b2 , b3 , g2 ,
and d subunit mRNAs in the adult. Immunohistochemical studies
of adult tissue have confirmed the presence of the corresponding
proteins (Zimprich et al., 1991; Fritschy et al., 1992; Nusser et al.,
1998), and a combination of techniques have suggested that at
least four receptor types may be present (a1b2/3g2 , a6b2/3g2 ,
a6b2/3d, and a1a6b2/3g2) (Nusser et al., 1998). At the age we have
examined (P7) it is likely that a6 and d proteins are not yet
expressed; nevertheless, multiple a, b, and g subunits will be
present. Thus the potential for receptor heterogeneity exists at all
stages of granule cell development (for review, see Wisden et al.,
1996; Carlson et al., 1998).

How does this subunit diversity relate to the heterogeneity of
channel conductance? The ion selectivity and conductance of
GABAA receptors is determined by the presence of charged
residues close to and within the second transmembrane domain

(TM2) of each subunit (Smith and Olsen, 1995). To assess the
possible influence of different subunits on single-channel conduc-
tance, the primary structure of GABAA receptor subunits was
compared, and the net charge for the region encompassing TM2
(between the intracellular end of TM1 and the extracellular end
of TM3) was calculated for all a, b, g, and d subunits [after the
approach of Fisher and Macdonald (1997)]. The g and d subunits
contribute a greater net positive charge (g1 , g2 , d 14; g3 15) to
this region than do any of the a or b subunits (13 and 12,
respectively). It has been suggested (Fisher and Macdonald,
1997) that this difference may account for the consistent obser-
vation of a higher main conductance state for abg or abd com-
binations when compared directly with ab heterodimers (26–32
pS vs 11–20 pS) (Puia et al., 1990; Verdoorn et al., 1990; Angelotti
and Macdonald, 1993; Fisher and Macdonald, 1997; S. Brickley
and M. Farrant, unpublished observations). Our single-channel
conductance data indicate the presence of at least three different

Figure 7. Unitary current steps can be resolved in the decay of spontaneous IPSCs. A, Successive enlargements (solid bars) of the decay phase of a
spontaneous IPSC recorded from a P7 internal granule cell (270 mV). The second enlargement clearly shows the stepped nature of the IPSC decay (the
equally spaced dashed lines illustrate the approximate amplitude levels of the steps). B, Four representative IPSCs showing the consistent presence of
a channel-like step at the end of each IPSC. The peaks of the IPSCs have been truncated for display, and the dotted line indicates the pre-event baseline
current. C, Two selected IPSCs, representative of the smallest events recorded. In each case the peak amplitude is an integer multiple (5 and 7) of the
last step amplitude (dotted lines). For display, records were filtered at 1 kHz.
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receptor types in granule cells at P7. Although we cannot equate
the high-, mid-, and low-conductance channels (28, 17, and 12 pS)
with specific subunit combinations, it seems likely that at P7 the
high-conductance openings result from receptors composed of a,
b, and g subunits, whereas the lower conductance events result
from receptors lacking a g subunit. The significantly lower Po

values and briefer open periods of the high-conductance clusters
further distinguish these receptors from those giving rise to
clusters of lower conductance openings.

Not only does the g subunit influence channel conductance, but
it is also essential for allosteric modulation by benzodiazepines
(for review, see Barnard et al., 1998). Consistent with the pres-
ence of g-containing receptors, GABA-induced currents in
premigratory and postmigratory granule cells (Farrant et al.,

1995), as well as those in cultured granule cells (Mathews et al.,
1994; Mellor and Randall, 1997), are potentiated by benzodiaz-
epines. Most neurons express g subunits, and heteromeric assem-
blies of a, b, and g subunits are considered to be the most
common form of native GABAA receptor (McKernan and Whit-
ing, 1996). Nevertheless, it is clear that, in expression systems at
least, combinations of a and b subunits can form functional
receptors (Connolly et al., 1996a,b; Gorrie et al., 1997; Tretter et
al., 1997). However, because of evidence for preferential coas-
sembly of a, b, and g subunits (Angelotti and Macdonald, 1993;
Tretter et al., 1997), the possible existence of native receptors
formed from a and b subunits has been largely overlooked. Our
data, showing the presence of both low- and high-conductance
receptors in developing cerebellar granule cells, suggests an abil-

Figure 8. Analysis of resolvable current steps in IPSCs reveals a uniform single-channel conductance and a rare lower conductance state. A,
Quantitative analysis of a stepped IPSC waveform recorded from a P7 internal granule cell (1 kHz filtering). The IPSC has five steps in its decay, seen
as clearly resolved peaks in its all-point amplitude histogram (inset). The positions of the baseline ( C) and the numbered dashed lines (1–5) are taken from
the fit of six Gaussian components to the amplitude histogram. B, Plots of the inter-peak step size for the last two steps (S1 and S2) calculated for 50
consecutive IPSCs recorded in the same cell as A. The bottom panel illustrates the consistency of the step size for the last five channel closures (S1–S5)
recorded from a total of eight cells. The mean step sizes (open symbols) and the SD are plotted for each step. The dotted line shows the mean value for
S1. C, A histogram of IPSC step size (calculated as a single value for each of 234 IPSCs recorded from 8 cells) fitted with a single Gaussian. D, A single
IPSC in which different sized steps were observed in the decay (1 kHz filtering). The inset was obtained after smoothing of the trace (see Materials and
Methods) to better illustrate the steps in the waveform. The dotted lines superimposed on the trace show current levels obtained from peaks of the fit
to the all-point histogram. C indicates the final closed state, and the dashed lines 1–3 represent the values of the three open levels observed in the decay.
The final step size was calculated from the inter-peak interval between C and 2, and the preceding smaller step size was calculated between C and 1.
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ity of neurons to independently assemble either ab- or abg-
containing receptors. Moreover, these receptors appear to be
targeted to different regions of the neuronal membrane.

Targeting of GABAA receptors
At least three receptor types are present in the extrasynaptic
membrane of granule cells, but only a high-conductance type is
found at the synapse. The conductance of synaptically activated
GABAA receptors was calculated by peak-scaled nonstationary
fluctuation analysis and from direct resolution of channel closures
in the tail of IPSCs. For several reasons, we believe that the
synaptic channel is of a single type. There was a remarkable
correspondence between the weighted-mean single-channel con-
ductance obtained with fluctuation analysis and the unitary con-
ductance determined from directly resolved channel openings.
Moreover, the parabolic relationship between mean current and
variance indicates that there is no difference in the weighted-
mean conductance of channels contributing to different phases of
the IPSC decay. This was supported by the consistency of step
size throughout the IPSC and by the fact that the smallest IPSCs
had peak amplitudes that were integer multiples of the unitary
step size. It is important to note that a single conductance state
does not establish the presence of a single GABAA receptor
population. In studies of recombinant receptors, all abg combi-
nations examined so far give rise to similar high-conductance
channels. For example, in this study, the substitution of a b3 for a
b2 subunit did not significantly alter single-channel conductance.
Nevertheless, the high conductance of the synaptic receptors
(Table 1) clearly indicates that they contain a g subunit. This
conclusion is supported by the fact that IPSCs at P7 are pro-
longed by benzodiazepines (Farrant and Brickley, unpublished
observation) in a manner similar to that reported for granule cells
in slightly older animals (Rossi and Haman, 1998).

Potential mechanisms of receptor targeting
It has been known for some time that the g subunits are concen-
trated at many GABAA synapses (Somogyi et al., 1996). The most
novel aspect of our results is the suggestion that GABAA recep-
tors lacking a g subunit are specifically excluded from the synapse.
In this context it is interesting to note that in adult granule cells
the g subunit is found in both synaptic and extrasynaptic mem-
brane, whereas the d subunit, which is thought to substitute for
the g in some heteromeric assemblies, is found only extrasynap-
tically (Nusser et al., 1998). Recently, several mechanisms have
been identified that may account for the differential targeting of
receptors containing a g subunit. A novel microtubule-associated
protein GABARAP (GABAA-receptor-associated protein) has
been identified and shown to interact preferentially with the g2

subunit, linking it to the cytoskeleton and promoting receptor

clustering (Wang et al., 1999). The protein gephyrin has also been
implicated in the clustering of GABAA receptors at synaptic sites
(Craig et al., 1996; Giustetto et al., 1998), and in neurons from
mice lacking the g2 subunit, both GABAA receptor and gephyrin
clusters are disrupted (Essrich et al., 1998). Whether either of
these interactions accounts for the preferential incorporation of
g-containing receptors at granule cell synapses remains to be
determined.

Although differential targeting of receptors is an attractive
explanation for our observations, other interpretations of the data
need to be considered. Recent studies suggest that the conduc-
tance of certain ligand-gated ion channels may be influenced by
agonist concentration (Eghbali et al., 1998; Rosenmund et al.,
1998). If this were the case, the difference in conductance of
extrasynaptic and synaptic GABAA receptors could simply reflect
the difference between steady-state activation of receptors in the
presence of 50 mM GABA and the activation of synaptic receptors
by a brief pulse of transmitter of much higher concentration. We
think this is unlikely. Brief application (1 msec) of 1 mM GABA
to outside-out patches from internal granule cells (P7) results in
the activation of GABAA receptors with a range of conductances
similar to those seen in the present steady-state experiments (our
unpublished observation). As in the steady-state experiments,
most of the openings are of a high-conductance type (;30 pS),
but lower conductance openings are also present. Moreover,
channels activated by low micromolar concentrations of GABA
also display similar conductances (Kaneda et al., 1995; Amico et
al., 1998). Thus, for GABAA receptors in cerebellar granule cells
at least, the concentration of transmitter does not affect single-
channel conductance. Because our experiments identify only
functional receptors, we cannot of course exclude the possibility
that multiple receptor types are present in the postsynaptic mem-
brane, with a specific subset being nonfunctional or “silent”
(Lewis et al., 1990; Poisbeau et al., 1997).

Functional consequences of differential
receptor localization
Although granule cells receive synaptic input only on their distal
dendrites, most of the GABAA receptor subunits are localized to
proximal dendritic and somatic membrane (Nusser et al., 1995).
The significance of these extrasynaptic GABAA receptors re-
mains unclear. However, in older animals, extrasynaptic a6b2/3g2

or a6b2/3d GABAA receptors may be involved in generating a
tonic conductance attributable to their activation after spillover
of GABA from the synaptic cleft (Kaneda et al., 1995; Brickley et
al., 1996; Tia et al., 1996; Wall and Usowicz, 1997; Nusser et al.,
1998; Rossi and Haman, 1998). More speculatively, in immature
cells the extrasynaptic receptors could be important in some

Table 1. Single-channel chord conductance values for synaptic and extrasynaptic GABAA receptors in
internal granule cells at P7

Extrasynaptic Synaptic

High
conductance

Mid
conductance

Low
conductance

Nonstationary
fluctuation analysis

Direct
resolution

27.9 6 2.7 16.7 6 1.6 11.7 6 1.5 27.6 6 1.8 26.4 6 0.2
(n 5 224) (n 5 92) (n 5 37) (n 5 10) (n 5 480)

Conductance values are given in pS (mean 6 SEM). Data for extrasynaptic channels were obtained from analysis of
individual clusters of openings (n 5 21 somatic patches). For each cluster type, the number of clusters is indicated in
parentheses. The conductance value from nonstationary fluctuation analysis is from estimates of weighted-mean conductance
in 10 cells. The conductance value from direct resolution of synaptic channel events is the mean of all resolvable steps in 234
IPSCs from eight cells.
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aspects of the migration and differentiation of cerebellar granule
cells. The depolarizing action of GABA in developing cerebellar
granule cells (Brickley et al., 1996) could underlie possible trophic
roles for this transmitter system that precede its more conven-
tional inhibitory actions (Carlson et al., 1998).
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